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As a research target of anthropology, objects have always been the dual structure 
of community combining the identity of object with the subject of human being. 
Through the study of anthropological “object”, researchers try to reach the following 
goals: 1) Determine the order of social development and the contact of community. 2) 
Analyze the social relations and structures underlying the objects exchanges. 3) 
Endow symbol significances with different objects. 4) Represent the order 
arrangements of community. 5) Focus on “objects” as consumer goods whose social 
and cultural meaning manifested in the process of consumption, including the 
consumers’ power, status and social class, etc. In addition, with the trend of world 
globalization, analyze that researchers also extend their study to social vicissitudes 
and how the local community responds to those vicissitudes caused by “objects” as 
technological media entered into the community. As anthropology begins to study the 
mind of objects, researchers break through traditional dual structure of subject and 
object, and objects turn into carriers and state targets of individual memory, collective 
memory and social memory. As a result, objects become the token of self-identity and 
means of self-extension, so that the research of ethnography of objects achieves the 
“dematerialization” of objects and “disembodiment” of man. 
The Dian-Yue Railway was built by France in 1903-1910 and was taken as a 
object in my paper to reveal that the system of objects nature of the Dian-Yue Railway 
has affected borderland community and this fact demonstrates that the Dian-Yue 
Railway has been the self-extension of different Communities in the borderland 
community in the past century and has achieved inter-conversion between subject and 
object through the “objects of event” ethnographic-style research. Since the Dian-Yue 
Railway has been gradually fading away from the historical stage, the author urges 
that we should concern for Dian-Yue Railway as we do for our people and Dian-Yue 
Railway must be taken as heritage that the property our ancestors left for us, through 
which our identity is defined and superposed. At the same time we are charged with 
obligations that prove identity and superpose self for the next generation continually. 















analyzes that Dian-Yue Railway has exerted great influences on groups, cities, 
villages, communities and individuals from different perspectives of objects nature in 
borderland community and at last realized the inter-conversion between the subject 
and the object. 
Chapter Two introduces the international and domestic environment for the 
Dian-Yue Railway construction. It also points out that the understanding of the "event 
of objects" is driven by particular social contexts and thus its significance should be 
explored from different cultural schemata. 
Chapter Three analyzes how the regional groups along the railway regarded the 
Dian-Yue Railway as a symbol of colonization and how they interpreted and resisted 
the West's colonization according to local knowledge systems, and how they encoded 
the narratives of borderland community. In addition, this chapter also explains the 
re-localization of the west modernity and construction of modern development of 
borderland community. 
Chapter Four, by close study of the Kaiyuan station in the middle of the Dian-Yue 
Railway, examines how the Dian-Yue Railway pulled out this city and changed 
people's production and life as the modern transport. 
Chapter Five, taking the Dian-Yue Railway as a culture medium, analyzes the 
dissemination of Catholic culture along the railway which accelerated the evolution of 
national culture after building and opening of Dian-Yue Railway. This chapter also 
points out that it is the unification of Catholic culture and local knowledge system 
which shaped Mizo-zu community into a new cultural configuration continuous with 
the original culture. 
Chapter Six, beginning with the analysis of specific memory of space community, 
illustrates how the Dian-Yue Railway and its attachments/ things become the 
manifestation of self - existence and self - extension. It further explores how people 
appeared self-loss and self- stacking around the railway with its attachments/ things 
and at last achieved the inter-conversion between the subject and the object. 
Chapter Seven, projected from anthropological concerns for human beings, 
explores the Humanism of objects and the way by which Dian-Yue Railway can forever 
prolong its social life and compose its culture biography. 
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